
BVCC Archived Documents
Need for a Digital Archive
We are required by our status as an Arkansas non-profit corporation to preserve Minutes for all 
meetings at which organization business is conducted.   This means at a minimum all Board Meetings 
and any General Meetings at which organization business in conducted, and especially when votes are 
taken at a General Meeting.  It is useful to also have minutes for other General Meetings to have an 
historical record of attendance and the nature of the program.

It is too easy when hard copies are filed and forgotten to loose  important Minutes.  When Minutes are 
maintained in digital form with a consistent naming conventions, it is easy to verify that all meetings 
are properly covered.  With a copy of all Minutes maintained on the web site where they may be 
consulted easily by all the officers, they can also become a useful reference.  

The Secretary or Acting Secretary needs to distribute copies of both Board Meeting and General 
Meeting minutes, as finally approved with any revisions, to the BVCC web master for inclusion in 
the web-site archive records.  Similarly, the Treasurer need to distribute digital versions of the 
monthly and annual Treasurer’s Reports to the BVCC web master for archival.   It will be the web
master’s responsibility to insure the PDF versions of all these documents are generated.  PDF 
documents made directly from a digitally-generated document are much more compact in size than a 
PDF document made from the image of a scanned hard copy of the document.  

At  least annually s the web master will generate two read-only backup copies (e.g., a DVD) of the 
cumulative archive, one stored in the Training Center and the second to be stored in the bank deposit 
box.  

It is reasonable for the Secretary to also retain digital versions of the minutes and for the Treasurer to 
retain digital versions of Treasurer Reports and related files.  As long as the historical records are 
preserved as a digital archive on the web site and with other backups in place, it probably doesn’t make
sense to preserve hard copy archives of digitally-archived Minutes or Treasurer’s Reports long-term in 
the Training Center or even within the Secretary’s files or Treasurer’s files.   To insure the multiple 
backup copies always exist, it is important that the Secretary and Treasurer retain digital copies of 
records at least until they become included in digital archive DVD backups in the Training Center and 
bank box.

Building the Archive
Documents were preserved in the file format handed down, but minutes were renamed to a standard 
naming format to allow sorting and easy detection of missing documents..  

Minutes of meetings were changed to BVCC_Minutes-yyyy-mm-dd_{B | G}, where the date is the 
date of the meeting (not the date minutes were published, as was sometimes done), and the trailing “B” 



or “G” to designate Board vs. General meeting. In cases where “extra” meetings were held, an 
additional suffix was appended to distinguish.

When proprietary word processing formats were the only versions preserved, LibreOffice was used to 
create and save a PDF format version of the document to improve the likelihood of readability in the 
future and reduce the possibility of unintentional modification.  Some old Word Perfect backup files 
(.BPS) were potentially duplicates or different versions of a .WPS file.  Rather than try to determine 
whether the versions were identical, the PDF version for the BPS file has a trailing “.bps.pdf” to 
distinguish it from the PDF version of the WPS file.

Digital records from the time frame 1994 through 2002-09 were recovered from two diskettes found in 
the lab.  Files other than Minutes or Treasurer's Reports, and the original diskette images after repairing
bad sectors where possible, are preserved under “Disk1” and “Disk2”.  Those images are easily 
mounted read-only under Fedora Linux – not sure about Windows.   Details of that recovery process 
are described in separate document “00-DisksBVCC”.

Digital records of Minutes from the time frame 2013 through 2016-08 were from an archive CD from 
Secretary Joe  Tropansky.

No digital copies of Minutes were found after 2002-09-09 until 2012-12-03, so any digital versions 
inside that time interval were generated by scanning hard copy versions filed in folders in the Training 
Center.  Those folders were found to lack Minutes for the General Meetings for the period  Sept 2002 
through Aug 2009.  Unless there are separate folders somewhere not yet discovered for the General 
Meeting minutes, that means there is no historical record of votes for officers for those years or for the 
vote on a August 21, 2006 amendment to the By-Laws.  Also several  Minutes in recent years were 
found to be missing for the General Meetings of  2013-10-14, and 2014-10-13.  In a few other cases a 
PDF version of Minutes was located, but no word processing format file found.

For the 2012-2016  files, in some cases there were multiple copies in different folders, or in some cases
versions where the file name did not correspond to the contents, or where January minutes had an 
obvious incorrect year reference cloned from prior minutes.  In a few cases of obvious date typos, the 
Minutes were corrected, but with tracking of the changes turned on, and where it was possible to 
identify identical versions, or in some cases an older, uncorrected version of minutes, the unneeded 
versions were eliminated.

The difficulty of locating all relevant organization documents that should be archived, illustrates why a 
more easily accessible digital archive is needed.

Verifying File Validity
We have a legal requirement as a non-profit corporation to retain minutes and some financial records 
indefinitely, so I have considered ways to better-insure the long-term retention of digital versions of 
those records.   At least initially, I have not applied all these techniques to other records judged of 
lessor importance; but one simple technique that can be applied to all such records is to simply have 
multiple digital copies at multiple sites and my plan is to implement that as soon as practical, initially 



with one copy on my system and one on our web site.   Long-term, the plan is to annually make two 
DVD copies of the entire cumulative archive as a backup, filing one in the Training Center and one in  
the BVCC bank box.

One way to reduce the possibility of undetected tampering or corruption of files is to also record a 
checksum for the files.  The sha256sum utility may be used to either generate a checksum file which 
contains a checksum for all other files in a folder, or sha256sum may be fed a checksum file which it 
will then use to verify that the content of each file has the expected checksum.  The nature of the 
checksum calculation makes it highly unlikely that a file contents could be altered without also altering 
its sha256 checksum.

The plan is to regenerate a new cumulative archive backup every year so the age of the backup media 
should never be a reliability issue.  Before generating a new backup, the checksums all all older files in 
older folders will be validated to insure that all old files are readable, unaltered, and undamaged, and 
folders with new files will have checksum files generated so they may be validated in the future.

Linux Operating Systems should contain the sha256sum utility by default.

For Windows Operating Systems the sha256sum.exe file needs to be copied to a place where it may be 
executed.  This file was downloaded 2016-09-30 from 
http://www.labtestproject.com/files/win/sha256sum/sha256sum.exe
It has been tested on Windows XP but should function on other Windows versions as it doesn't do 
anything fancy and just runs in command mode from a command prompt window.

Verifying integrity of files under Linux:
cd  <directory-containing-files-and-checksum-file>
sha256sum -c <checksum-file-name>

(should give OK for all files named in the checksum file)

Verifying integrity of files under Windows from command prompt window:
cd <whatever-it-takes-to-get-to-right-directory-which-may-require-quotes>
sha256 sum -c <checksum-file-name>

(should give OK for all files named in the checksum file)

Generating Checksum file for all files in directory matching a pattern under Linux:
cd <directory-containing-files-and-where-checksum-file-to-be-place>
sha256sum -b pattern-matching-files-to-be-checksumed   >   checksum-file-name
Examples:  sha256sum -b BVCC* > 2016-checksum.txt   

       sha256sum -b BVCC* > checksum.txt 
Note:  on Fedora Linux there is no difference between binary mode (-b) and text mode (-t) but this is 
not true on Windows platforms.  The“-b” binary mode must be explicitly stated so the generated 
checksum file will include the documented “*” indicating the file is required to be read in binary mode.
Without that, the resulting checksum file would verify correctly on Fedora but not on Windows. 

Generating Checksum file for all files in directory matching a pattern under Windows:

http://www.labtestproject.com/files/win/sha256sum/sha256sum.exe


 cd <directory-containing-files-and-where-checksum-file-to-be-place>
sha256sum pattern-matching-files-to-be-checksumed   >   checksum-file-name
On Windows it was not necessary to explicitly specify the binary option as it was the default and the 
“*” was correctly placed in the checksum file without specifying it. (Check to be sure the default 
doesn’t change.)

Reducing Odds of Unintentionally Modifying a File
Files that are in a writable directory and in word processor or spreadsheet formats could be easily 
accidentally modified while viewing and unintentionally saved back over the original.  The default 
tools for viewing PDF documents on both Windows and Linux are normally read-only, which greatly 
reduces the vulnerability of PDF files to accidental change; so archived files that were created as word 
processor or spreadsheet documents will also be saved in PDF format for that reason.

Write-once CD and DVD media have the advantage of being secure from modification, but do have the
disadvantage of an unpredictable aging, even when in storage, before read errors occur – possibly as 
short as 5 years if you get a bad batch of blank discs, and even good media has a maximum life of 10 – 
15 years.   Even some batches of brand-name media have at times had media quality issues.   

A virtual DVD in the form of an .ISO image file may be stored on more reliable read/write media and 
logically mounted in read-only mode, behaving much like a physical DVD without the media reliability
problems.  Most DVD/CD burning utilities these days allow the choice to create and save an ISO image
file as an alternative to burning a physical DVD.  Linux by default includes the capability to “mount” 
and access files from an .ISO image.   Windows may require an add-on utility, possibly not free, to do 
this, but haven't checked Windows 10 yet for native support.

I have tried to generate an ISO image for each folder containing all the other files in the folder to 
provide an additional source as a restore point should one of the individual files be knowingly trashed 
by accident.   Although this could also be used to burn an actual CD/DVD, most of the media would be 
wasted as the images are small.   My suggestion would be to include all the archive files on the web site
(in folders only advertised to the Board) and on two memory sticks that would be kept in the lab and in 
the bank box – perhaps once a year bringing the memory sticks up to date and verifying the old files are
readable and still pass checksum validation.
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